
NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

Few people have made as valuable a contribution to Dialogue as two recently
released members of the Executive Committee — Kent Lloyd and Kendall Price.
Both were associated with Dialogue from the beginning as members of the original
Board of Editors, and when Dialogue moved to Los Angeles both played a signifi-
cant role in establishing a sound editorial and financial base for the journal's opera-
tion. The press of business in their recently established Center for Educational
Leadership prevents them from serving longer on the Executive Committee. They
will be sorely missed.

VICTOR BICKMORE is a free-lance illustrator in Los Angeles, who keeps trying
to convince his friends (like the Art Editor of Dialogue) that free-lance doesn't
mean free art.

S. KENT BROWN is a member of the Institute for Ancient Studies at BYU and a
Corresponding Member of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity in Clare-
mont, California. His translation of "The Apocalypse of Peter" appeared in a recent
issue of BYU Studies.

ELIZABETH FLETCHER CROOK holds a Ph.D. in International Relations from
the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy. She presently resides in Hong Kong
with her family and is engaged in research on the Chinese family structure.

EUGENE ENGLAND teaches literature at St. Olaf's College in Northfield, Min-
nesota. Recently he delivered the annual Phi Kappa Phi awards lecture at BYU.

EDWARD GEARY, Dialogue's Book Review Editor, recently received a grant to
study in England.

JOE HEINER was inspired to become an artist by his seventh-grade art teacher, Joe
Wixom (who did the drawings of Juanita Brooks in the Spring 1974 issue of
Dialogue). The cover for this issue is a collaborative effort between teacher and
pupil — Wixom did the photograph of the Angel Moroni to which Heiner added his
own photographic and illustrative skills.

DUANE E. JEFFREY is currently a visiting professor at the University of Hawaii,
where he is doing research in Genetics. He will soon return to BYU, where he
teaches Zoology.

GARTH N. JONES is head of the Division of Business, Economics and Public Ad-
ministration at the University of Alaska. A widely published scholar, he is currently
conducting research on the impact of energy on agricultural production and the im-
pact of accelerated energy exploitation on local communities.

ROBERT A. REES, the Editor of Dialogue, recently returned from a trip to Hol-
lywood where he posed for the cover of this issue of Dialogue.
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MICHAEL SCHWAB has studied at the school of Visual Arts in New York City
and at the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles. Currently he is a free-lance
illustrator in Los Angeles.

THOMAS D. SCHWARTZ recently won the Lilly Bess Campbell award in
graduate English studies at UCLA, where he is writing a dissertation on the
religious influences on Mark Twain.

LINDA BUHLER SILLITOE is a homemaker and mother of two young children.
Her poetry has appeared in Contempora, Dialogue, the Ensign and A Believing Peo-
ple, a new anthology of Mormon literature.

STEPHEN L. TANNER, Associate Professor and Director of Graduate Programs in
English at the University of Idaho, is currently in Brazil serving as a Fulbright
Senior lecturer in American Literature.

P.A.M. TAYLOR is Reader in American Studies at the University of Hull, England.
He is the author of several books and articles including Expectations Westward:
The Mormons and the Emigration of Their British Converts (1965) and The Distant
Magnet: European Emigration to the U.S.A. (1971).

SAMUEL W. TAYLOR is currently at work on a three volume history of John
Taylor. A revised edition of his popular Family Kingdom has just been published
by Western Epics.

LAUREL THATCHER ULRICH is a founding editor of Exponent II and a member
of Dialogue's Board of Editors. She is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in American
History at the University of New Hampshire.

BRIAN ZICK makes pictures, eats hamburgers and likes to watch Diana Rigg on
re-runs of "The Avengers."
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